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Each of the following questions consists of a simple statement describing an event, followed by four alternative explanations of that event. Please indicate which of the four you think is the best, by writing the number 5 in the space next to it. Then rate each of the other alternatives from 0 to 4, where a 0 would mean that you thought it was completely inadequate, while a 4 would mean that you thought it was almost as good as your first choice. Note then that you must rate one, but only one alternative on each question a 5. Even if none of the choices seem entirely satisfactory, choose the best and give that a 5. Then all of the others are rated relative to that best one. The three remaining choices can be rated all 4's, or all 0's, or anything in between, such as for instance a 4, a 2, and a 0, or two 3's and a 1.

Many of the choices assume that some facts are true, and of course the brief description given does not provide any facts. Assume that the facts in each alternative are true in deciding how good they are.

1. **A IS GETTING A DIVORCE.**
   
   ———A. There are a number of ways of looking at A's getting a divorce. Emotionally he feels one way about it and morally he feels another way about it. There is no one way A understands it.
   
   ———B. A is getting a divorce because he and his wife fight constantly. Thus, there is a specific reason for the divorce.
   
   ———C. A's getting divorce is the current stage in the development of his emotional detachment. This development began several years ago and has passed through many previous stages.
   
   ———D. A is an immature person. He's the kind of person who has never been able to maintain a close relationship.

2. **B IS BORROWING A LOT OF MONEY.**
   
   ———A. There are many ways to look at B's borrowing a lot of money. Economically he feels one way about it and emotionally he feels another way about it. There is no one way he sees it.
   
   ———B. B is a big spender. He is the kind of person who could be expected to buy things before he's saved up for them.
   
   ———C. Alan is borrowing a lot of money because he wants to buy a new car. Thus, there is a specific reason for his borrowing money at this time.
   
   ———D. B's borrowing money now is one stage in the development of his dependability. This development has roots in his past and there are stages in the future through which he will pass.

3. **C IS TAKING A VACATION.**
   
   ———A. C is taking a vacation at this time of the year because he wants to go to Europe but can't afford the usual rates. Thus, there is a specific reason for his taking a vacation now.
   
   ———B. This present vacation is one stage in the development of C's ability to relax. This development began several years ago and has passed through many previous stages prior to reaching its present point.
   
   ———C. C is a fun-loving person. He's the kind of person who really enjoys visiting new places.
   
   ———D. There are many ways to look at C's taking a vacation. Socially he feels one way about it and economically he feels another way. There's no one true way C understands it.
4. D IS TAKING A NEW JOB.

A. D is taking a new job because he wants more creative challenging work. Thus, there is a specific reason for his taking a new job at this time.

B. D is a real go-getter. He is always striving to get ahead. He's the kind of person who could be expected to get into new things.

C. There are several ways to look at D's taking a new job. Monetarily D feels one way about it and professionally he feels another way. There's more than one way D sees it.

D. D's taking a new job is one stage in the development of his competence. This development began several years ago and passed through many stages before reaching its present state.

5. E IS MOVING TO A NEW PLACE TO LIVE.

A. E is moving to a new place to live because last week he received a notice that his apartment building was being torn down. Thus, there is a specific cause for moving to a new place.

B. There's no one way to look at E's moving to a new place. Socially he feels one way about it and economically he feels another way. There are many ways E understands it.

C. E is a drifter. He's the type of person who has never put any roots down and is always moving around.

D. E's present move to a new place is only one stage in the development of his independence. This development has roots in the past and there are stages in the future through which E will pass on his way to adulthood.

6. F IS STARTING COLLEGE.

A. F is a good student. F is the kind of person who have always done well in school and could be expected to go to college.

B. There are several ways to look at F's starting college. Economically he feels one way about it and intellectually he feels another way. There are several ways F looks at this event.

C. F is starting college because he wants to become a doctor. Thus, there is a definite reason F is starting college now.

D. F's starting college is one stage in his intellectual development. This development began several years ago and has passed through many stages before reaching its present level.

7. G's INCOME IS INCREASING.

A. G's present income increase is a part of the development of his earning power. This development began during his teenage years with his first job and has progressed through several stages to its present stage.

B. G's income increased because he is union negotiated a new contract that provided for a pay increase. Thus, there is a specific cause for the increase in G's income.

C. There are many ways to look at G's income increasing. Professionally he feels one way about it and economically he looks at it another way. There are many ways G understands this event.
D. G is an aggressive guy. He's the kind of person who knows how to take advantage of a business opportunity.

H IS NOT DOING HIS JOB.

A. H is a rather incompetent person. He's the kind of person who's always making mistakes.

B. H's not doing his job is part of a larger pattern of reacting to increased responsibility. This pattern began when he was quite young and developed through his teenage years.

C. H is not doing his job because he thinks the machines at his plant are old and unsafe. Thus, there is a definite reason why H is not doing his job.

D. There are many ways to look at H's not doing his job. Professionally he feels one way about it and psychologically he feels another way. There are many ways H looks at it.

J HAS EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS.

A. J's present emotional problem represents the current stage in the development of his ability to handle stress. This development began several years ago when J was quite young.

B. There are several ways to look at J's having problems. Socially he feels one way about it and intellectually he feels another way. There's no one way J looks at it.

C. J has emotional problems because his wife left him recently. Thus, there is a specific cause for J's emotional problems.

D. J is very nervous person. He's the kind of a person who could be expected to have emotional problems.

K IS STARTING A NEW BUSINESS.

A. There are many ways to look at K's starting a new business. Monetarily he feels one way about it and professionally he feels another way about it. There is more than one way K sees it.

B. K is a person who is not afraid to take a risk. He is the kind of person who could be expected to start a new business.

C. K's starting a new business is the current stage in the development of his initiative. This development began several years ago and has passed through several stages prior to the present one.

D. K is starting a new business because his old business was wiped out in a fire. Thus, there is a specific cause for a new business at this time.

L IS PAINTING A PORTRAIT.

A. L is a very artistic, creative person. He's the kind of person who expresses his feelings by painting.

B. L is painting a portrait because he has promised to do a family portrait for a friend. Thus there is a specific reason for his painting a portrait at this time.

C. There are many ways to look at L's painting a portrait. Professionally he feels one way about it and economically he feels another way. There are many ways he looks at it.
D. L's painting a portrait is one stage in the development of his artistic style. This development began years ago and has passed through several previous stages.

12. M IS GIVING PARTY.

A. M is a very sociable, outgoing person. He's the kind of a person who is always organising some party or get-together.

B. There are many ways to look at M's giving a party. Socially he feels one way about it and physically he feels another way. There is no absolute way M looks at it.

C. M's present act of giving a party is best seen as the present stage in his social development. M through several phases prior to this present one. This present behaviour makes sense as part of the current stage in his development.

D. M is giving a party because his parents are celebrating their 25th wedding anniversary. Thus, there was a definite reason for his giving a party at this time.
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૧૯૪૮
तायी श्रावण पूजा करने के लिए तिल्ला विविध वस्त्र लेते हैं। तत्कालीन समय में तिल्ला वालाओं ने अपने तिल्ले के साथ अनेक पूजा संबंधी वस्त्र लेते थे। तिल्ले के लिए बड़ी और छोटी वस्त्र लाये गए हैं।

1. 'अ' ने छांटिल्ला संबंधित है।

(अ) 'अ' ने छांटिल्ला संबंधित है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छा था क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

(ब) 'अ' ने छांटिल्ला लेते थे। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छे माने गया क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

(व) 'अ' ने छांटिल्ला लेते थे। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छे माने गया क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

2. 'ब' वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है।

(अ) 'ब' वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छा था क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

(ब) 'ब' वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छे माने गया क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

3. 'स' अनन्य वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है।

(अ) 'स' अनन्य वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छा था क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

(ब) 'स' अनन्य वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छे माने गया क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

(व) 'स' अनन्य वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छे माने गया क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।

(ह) 'स' अनन्य वस्त्र छांटिल्ला है। वे छांटि छांटि लेते थे। यह अच्छे माने गया क्योंकि वे अपने एक ही खाने का लिए अधिक समय नहीं देते।
‘જ’ કાલજીત નથી.
(અ) ‘જ’ જંગલ પરસા છે. તેસાં આસ્તા પૂરી કરતા હોય છે.
(બ) ‘જ’ કામ ન કરતું તે ‘જ’ શીખ દીધી જનાિ સામે પ્રવાસ છે. આ માત્ર જ તેનાં નાના જીવનમાં શા મળે અને વિકલ્પ વિકલ્પપત્ર –વિકલ્પ પામું.
(૨) ‘જ’ કામ નહીં કરતા કરતું તે તેના આંખે કારણાં મધ્યે જુંકા અંગે લોકપાક્ષ છે જેટે ‘જ’ કામ ન કરવા તેની પાસે લોકપાક કરતું છે.
(૩) ‘જ’ કામ નહીં કરતા તે બુંધ બુંધ રીતે મોટુ કરતા છે. આપ્રામાંબાપિતા રખવા ‘જ’ કરીને વિશેરા છે અને માધ્યમિક રીતે તે કરીને બાકી નંબરે છે તે આ વડાની બુંધ બુંધ રીતે કરે છે.

‘લ’ તે લાખુંબુંમાં પ્રધાનમાં સુરેખીંગી છે.
(અ) ‘લ’ જીખ અચાનક સુરેખીંગી તેની તાજ મનોભાવના સાથે કરાવાની શ્રીતીનો મોક વધુ છે. આ પછી તેનામાં કામની નાના જીવનની શ્રીતિ છે દાખલ હતી.
(બ) ‘લ’ પ્રતિશ્રુતિઓમાં બુંધ બુંધ રીતે લોકપાક્ષ છે. સામાન્ય રીત ‘લ’ કરીને વિચાર છે અને પ્રાચીન રીતે તે કરીને બાકી નંબર વિચાર છે તે આ વડાની બુંધ બુંધ રીતે નથી લોકેત.
(૨) ‘લ’ તે લાખુંબુંમાં પ્રધાન સુરેખીંગી છે કારણ તે તેની ફળવ તેની શ્રીતીને માટ ગુણ તેમજે લાખુંબું માટે તે ને લોકપાક કરતું છે.
(૩) ‘લ’ બુંધ બુંધ માચું છે. તેમજે લાખી સુરેખીંગી આવે તેવા રાજ્ય છે.

‘ન’ નારી પથ્થર શા કરે છે.
(અ) ‘ન’ ના નવ પથ્થરને બુંધ બુંધ રીતે લોકપાક્ષ છે. આવાક રખીનર તે કરીને વિચારે છે અને વયસ્પતિક રીતે કરીને બાકી નંબરે છે. ‘ન’ આ વડાની બુંધ બુંધ રીતે કરે છે.
(બ) ‘ન’ લોકપાક્ષ કરે તેવા માચું નથી. તેસા નારી પથ્થર શા કરે હો તેવા માચું છે.
(૨) નારી પથ્થર શા કરે તેે ‘ન’ લાખુંબું અચાનક નવ તેજ છે. તેનામાં આ માટગ્રાસ વધુ વધુ પહેલાં શા મળે અને પ્રાચીન વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ વધુ જ મળે તેના પાકમાં વધુના પાકમાં વધુ.
(૩) ‘ન’ નારી પથ્થર શા કરે હો કારણ તે તેની અંદાજ પથ્થર આ જ પાકમાં પાકમાં કારણ યોગ. એવા નારી પથ્થર શા કરાવું તેની લોકપાક કરતું છે.

‘ધ’ પેટેટ્ટિ દેર છે.
(અ) ‘ધ’ કાલજીત અને સર્વશક્ત નથી. તે પ્રતિષ્ઠિત લાખુંબું નવ જંગ કરે છે.
(૨) ‘ધ’ પેટેટ્ટિ દેર છે કારણ તે તેના મનને આંખો ઉગાયા અંગે જંગ વર્ષાદાં વેશન આપું છે. એવી જંગ સમય પેટેટિ હોય તેની પ્રસ્તુત માચું કરતું છે.
(1) 'મ' ના પેટ્રોલે શરમાને લક્ષી લુકી રતી લો થાય છે. જ્ઞાનશિવાય રહીને કરકી વિશ્વાસ છે અને સાબરિક દિશાયે કરકી લુકી વિશ્વાસ છે. તે બધાના લક્ષી લુકી રતી લુકી છે.

(2) 'પેટ્રોલ ટ્રેડિંગ' જે 'મ' ની કલાકી વિમાનના જેક તથાકથા છે. આ ચલનની નિરદિશ તેનીમાં પડતી ચાલી અને પડકાં માટે તમાખૂ ખામભાગી પ્રસાર કરેલ.

12. 'મ' પાડવી આપે છે.

(એ) 'મ' પાડવ કેટલાક અને વિવિધ સિવલ પદાર્થ છે. તેના જેક આસાન ભીખ પાડવી છે વિવિધ સમયમાં રાજય કરે છે.

(બ) 'મ' પાડવી આપે છે. તેને લક્ષી લુકી રતી લો થાય છે. સાધારણ દિશાયે 'મ' કરકા વિશ્વાસ છે અને સાબરિક દિશાયે કરકા લુકી વિશ્વાસ છે. જે બધાના દોરી જેક રતી લુકી છે.

(ગ) 'પાડવી આપી તે 'મ' ના સાધારણ વિમાનના જેક તથાકથા છે. 'મ' આપારાના તફાવતે પડકાં ભાદામાં પડકાં માટે તમાખૂ ખામભાગી પ્રસાર કરે છે. 'મ' વૃદ્ધ માટે ભષણ તેની નિરદિશ જેક આસાન છે તે સમાજ રાજય છે.

(ધ) 'મ' ના સાધારણના માટે લો લોડ છે તેથી 'મ' પાડવી આપે છે. કેટલાક આ સમયે પાડવી આપારાનું તેની પસલી મેંદા કારણ છે.
## SCORING KEY—WORLD HYPOTHESIS SCALE

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>